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ABSTRACT 

Cuino 1 deni, neut.run det.eotort whloh can distinguicVi lietwon 
neutrone txînurring as a result oi' fission and those due tu (u,n) 
or (y»n) nuolear rea'itlons have heen desorihed (NRT. Memorandum 
In port ¡loy). In this report, several methods of developing 
lullow-on equipments with greater potential for the nondestruc¬ 
tive assay of plutonium samples are examined. The effect on 
equipment performance of the efficiency and neutron lifetime in 
the neutron detector and of analysis gate length and equipment 
dead times are treated in considerable detail and several illus¬ 
trative examples are presented. Performance is generally improved 
by an increase of neutron efficiency accompanied by a decrease in 
neutron lifetime and the use of optimized analysis circuitry, 
good performance can be obtained with rather complex moderating 
detectors which employ an array of enriched i'Fa or ‘lie neutron detec¬ 
tion tubes dispersed in a hydrogeneous moderator. Tbe use of a 
large liquid scintillation detector may he an ideal approach if 
adequai.»? discrimination against interfering pulses can be obtained. 

PROfLKM fiTATUS 

This is an interim report on the problems; work in continuing. 

AUTHORIZATION 

NRT. Problem 1101-^9 

Material Safeguards Consultation 

(Sponsored by Technical Support Organization 

for ».he USA BO Office of Safeguards 

and 

Material Management, 

Rrookhaven National Laboratory.) 
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POTENTIAL AND LIMITATIONS OP SEVERAL NEUTRON 
COINCIDENCE EQUIPMENTS 

C. V. Strain 
Naval Research Laboratory 

INTRODUCTION 

An attempt is made to examine the effect of detector and analysis 

circuit parameters upon the potential and limitations of certain neutron 

coincidence techniques as applied to the nondestructive assay of pluton¬ 

ium samples. The purpose is to ellucidai-e in a general fashion the 

parameters necessary to obtain a given performance. The objective is 

to furnish a basis for choosing the more promising approach or approaches 

toward achieving more powerful future equipments. 

The flssometer approach which Involves a single moderating detector 

and the recognition of coincidence neutrons by an analysis of the neutron 

pulse spacing is treated in considerable detail.1 Brier consideration 

is given to the Rossi alpha method of analysing the output of a moderat¬ 

ing detector and to the use of proton recoil detectors. 

FÎGHOMFTER PERFORMANCE REIATIONS 

In the flssometer, a single moderating detector is employed and 

the data recorded is the total nunber of neutron pulses observed 

(designated as E), the number of pulses observed during a series of 

time periods of length T starting shortly after the arrival of each 

pulse which initiates an analysis cycle (designated as R) and the 

number of pulses observed during a series of time periods of length 
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î which arc delayed relative to tr,c s:ari, ».r ti;r- analyai:: cyi-iç iiy 

a i im<- lari"; "«npared i.<» the neutron lifetime ir the detect« >r ( deui/- 

naied au A). A measure of the coincidence neutrons resultinr from 

fissions is obtained from the difference R and A (designated ly 

U - R - A).1 

camples spe'1! finally considered •on. is' jr !'u»ci4o which under» 

goes spontaneous fissions, ’n addition, nonfission neutron produced 

counts are included which, for a detector sensitive only to neutrons 

would result, from (®,n) react,ions in the sample and possibly from 

(y,n) reactions in the detector, ".’he inclus >n of nonfission pulses 

in the analysis permits the consideration of r-ray produced pulses 

in an actual detector. 

The equipment characteristics which dictate the measurement 

potential include the neutron detection efficiency (t), the differ¬ 

ential neutron lifetime in the detector (l),¿ analysis circuí* gate 

length (t), the various equipment dead times and any equipment 

idiosyncracles such as an imbalance between the number of openings >r 

the lengths of the R and A gates. 

«’onsiderliig a pure f'ssion source, tb • t.ot.al number of pulses, 

K , is related to the number cf fissions, F, by 

Ff - F V « (l) 

in which V is the average number of neutrons emitted per fjssloh aiid 

• is the neutron detection efficiency in counts per source neu*fob« 
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In th* Analysis« v 1b assumed to he the average number of prompt, 

neutrons; the error Involved Is unimportant for the purposes at. Iiand. 

The Ideal gross count rate, E¿, (the rate which would he observed 

In the absences of dead time losses) Is taiten as 

^ C (1 + or) m « (x) 

in which m Is the mass of Pu-24o, and a is the ratio of counts not 

due tj fission neutrons to counts due to fission neutrons. 0 Is the 

product of the Pu-24u spontaneous fissions per gram per unit time and 

the average number of neutrons per fission} C is taken as 103 sec“1. 

Same fraction of the fission events will cause two or more pulses 

in the detector. In analysing fissometer performance, a quai.'.lty of 

prime interest is the fraction c” the fissioutproduced puise:; which 

may he designated as subsequent or following pulses} these Include 

ih* second pulse of a pair of pulses from a single fission, the 

second and third of three pulses from a single fienI on etc. In Appendix 

A, Table A2, the ratio of following pulses, E^, to the total number of 

prompt fission neutron produced pulses, Ef, is given based upon con¬ 

stants believed applicable to Pu-24o. This ratio is a strong function 

of s. A ratio which varies more slowly with efficiency is F /t E 
S I 

which is also tabulated in Table A2} this ratio varies from O.ÿO to 

0,‘>8 as c varies from 0 to unity. 

The ideal net count rati: is tax en as 



* 

' Jl U. ,•’/*) 

will''h IriHifcies the analysis cycle and the opening oí' the K rate, 

t Is the ¿»ate lerv'th and I Is the differential neutron Uf’eMme 

In the detector. For convenience a quantity is defined as 

1 

For equipment with t « A and T - 1,1 A, values of Kg jiv"" if| 

Table Ac: rarere from 1.67 to 2,h9 as • ramfes fr<n Eero to uni'y. 

Kmploylr^ l<a, eq. (5) may he written as 

Dead t ime losses in the gross channel can cause the loss of 

coincidence infonnation. Considering the situation In which an 

analysis cycle lias been initiated by the first pulse of a multiple 

pulse event, one or more following pulses are expected alonr with 

pulses which are unrelated timewise to the initiating pulse. Three 

types of processes are of interest: firs*, unrelated pulses *an 

"Kill” other unrelated pulses] second, unrelated pulses can "kill" 

following pulses or vice-versa; and third, following pulses 'an 
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"kill" other following pulses. The first type of process need not be 

considered since it will occur with equal probability during both the 

R and A gates and hence should on the average have no effect on the 

observed net count rate. The second type of process is of primary 

concern since it will reduce the observed net count rate; this process 

is dependent on the unrelated gross count rate. The third type of 

process will also reduce the net count rate, however, the reduction 

will be by a fixed percentage of the net count rate and will be Inde» 

pendent of the unrelated count rate. 

In the second type of process, a count will be lost (and hence 

an error will occur) if an unrelated count occurs within the dead 

time, tj, either before or after the arrival of a following pulse. 

Presuming an exponential differential neutron lifetime, 4, the proba¬ 

bility of a following count occurring per unit time is 

(6) 

in which n is the number of following counts associated with the count 

which initiated the analysis cycle and t is the time after the arrival 

of the initiating pulse. For count rates such that the probability of 

"double kills" (i.e, the loss of 2 counts during t^) can be neglected, 

the probability of the loss of one count during the R gate is approx¬ 

imately 
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-tg/i 

n 
I 

B (7) 

in which the subscript "s" applies to the following pulse and the 

subscript "2" to the unrelated pulse invovled. The expected fractional 

loss of net pulses which would be obrerved in the absence of dead time 

is obtained by dividing the above result by n, namely, 

fractional loss = 2tj e (l - e T/^). (8) 

The expected fractional loss of net pulses resulting from one following 

pulse and two unrelated pulses arriving during a dead time interval 

is approximately 31^^/2 times that given in eq. (8). It will be 

presumed that this type of loss can be ignoredt 

An examination of the third type of process is germane when 

reasonably efficient detectors are employed for which the probability 

of two or more following pulses per fission event should be taken 

into account. A first order analysis indicates that the fractional 

loss of net signal from this mechanism is 

(n - 1) -2tc/i -2T/i 
- e 0 (l - e ) . 
2 A 

(9) 
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Thufî :'or efficient detectors it is desirable to have t^ /1 « 1 in 

order to minimise this type of loso. 

One criterion necessary for good perfonnance may be taken as 

tx Et < ttE^) (10) 

in which 0 Is a criterion constant to be chosen based upon the precision 

desired and a willingness to make appropriate corrections. 

If, for illustrative purposes, ^(E^,^) is chosen as if and using 

C = 103 then this requirement on t^ is 

10 
t* s—- 

• m(l + cr) (11) 

where is in us. 

The ratio of tQ to 1, which occurs in eq. (j), should be kept 

reasonably small, otherwise the net count is significantly reduced. 

Since the effective value of tQ is equal to or greater than \, an 

additional requirement on tj is implied. 

For most circumstances, T should be chosen to be roughly equal 

to or slightly larger than A. While an optimun ratio applies to a 

given source and detector, the optimum value changes with source 

intensity and a compromise must be made appropriate for the range of 

source strengths of primary interest. 

The ratio of accidental (A) to net (n) counts can be of consider¬ 

able importance when actual equipments are considered. If A/N is large 
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and any Imbalance is present between the numbers or lengths of the 

R and A gates, significant errors in the deduced value of N will result. 

For ideal equipment this ratio js not important per se; the criterion 

then is the observation time required for a given statistical precision 

which is discussed below. 

Eq. (A26) of Appendix A gives 

^ - T c(l + a)C^(l + «)-«] m. (12) 

The s in the bracket can frequently be neglected giving the relation 

!» C R, t(1 + cr)2 m. (13) 

Equations for the observation time necessary to obtain a lit 

statistical standard deviation, assuming ideal equipment operation, 

are developed in Appendix A. For the case where the analysis dead 

time is e*ual to the gate lengths 

104 lo4 T 

C s2 ra s2 

2 X 104 
f 

The case where t, ¿ t is treated in eq. (A2'7). 
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SPECIFIC FISSCMETSR EXAMPLES

The following examples are "based either upon actual equipments 

(Case l) or ui>on neutron detectors which have been enqployed in plutonium 

assay (Case 2) or in research (Case j). In Cases 2 and 3 fissometer 

equipment roughly optimized to the differential neutron lifetime in 

the detectors is postulated.

Case 1, Brodkhaven Built Ejuiproent

Approximate parameters appropriate to the latest BNL equlpnent 

are efficiency (e) » 0.1, gross dead time (t^) -8 (is, analysis gate 

length (t) = 129 ub and a^ialysis dead time (t*) - 137 ^is. The neutron 

lifetime in the counter with the two halves separated slightly has 

been measured by Weinstock as 82 liS.® Also, the period between the 

arrival of the initiating pulse and the opening of the R gate is 8

-to/1
|js. The convenient assumption will be made that the quantity e

(l - = 2/3; no serious error is introduced by this assumption.

The gross channel dead time loss is calculated to be 1^ when 

the quantity m(l + a) = 12.5 g and the corresponding gross count rate 

is 1,250 ct/sec or 75,000 ct/minute. At this count rat>., the dead 

time loss is expected to reduce the net count rate by about 2^.

The ratio of A to N is calculated to be

^ = 0.129(1 + «)[1.7**6(1 + a) - 0.1] m

^ s 0.225(1 + m. (It?)



Since the K and A gates are believed to be very similar In both fre

quency of occurrence and in lengthy it will be presvmed that no signi

ficant error in measured values of N is involved.

The observation time in minutes required to obtain a 1^ statis

tical standard deviation is approximately

, I
T

t(l^l,ra) = + 13.11(1 + a)® + 0.180(1 + a)® m. (16)

Case 2, Large lASL Detector

This detector has an efficiency of 0.37 and a mean neutron 

lifetime of about 33 us.^ For illustrative ptirposes, c ■ 0.40 and 

an analysis gate length and dead time of 40 ^s is assuned. As above, 

e *°^^(l - is taken to be 2/3.

For the gross channel dead time loss to be 7.^ or less reqvilres 

that t^ s: 25/m(l + a) ns.

The calculated A to N ratio is

^ - *0.0l»-(l + a)[2.00(l + or) - 0.40] m 

s 0.060(1 + a)2 m. (17)

The calculated observation times in minutes corresponding to a 

1% statistical standard deviation is approximately

t(ijl,m) - + 0.3333(1 + a)® + 0.00533(1 + a)® m. (18)



Cate 3. Divert «st al. Detector 

In lhe measurement of the distribution of the number of prompt 

fission neutrons, Diven et al.' employed a large liquid scintillation 

detector roughly 28 in. in diameter and JO in. long. This scintillator 

was loaded with enough cadmium to reduce the mean neutron lifetime in 

the detector to about 15 us.0 Neutron capture events vere identified 

by the large pulses produced by the deexcltatlon gamma rays associated 

vlthi neutron capture in cadmium. For fission spectrum neutrons, an 

average efficiency of Sjfl was reported. 

For illustrative purposes an efficiency of 0.8, a neutron 

lifetime of 15 us and an analysis gate length and dead time of 20 us 

will be assumed. To keep the gross channel dead time losses below 10 

would require that < 12/m(l + cr) us. 

The calculated A to N ratio is 

I = 0.02(1 + 0f)[2.37Ml + a) - 0.8] m 

s 0.047Wi(l + «)2 «. (!9) 

The calculated observation time in minutes corresponding to a 

10 statistical standard deviation is approximately 

t( 10,m) - + 0.05870(1 + a)8 + 0.000939(1 + or)'1 m. (c ;) 
IQ 
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NONFISSCMETER TECHNIQUES 

RomA Alpha Approve Ii 

It has been sijggested by Sastre of BNL7 that coincidence measure¬ 

ments could be carried out using a technique similar to Rossi alpha 

measurements which have been used successfully in the detezmlnatlon 

of reactor paremeters. A moderating detector would be employed and 

the analysis would consist of recording the nvnber of pulses which 

arrived in each of a considerable number of equal time intervals follow¬ 

ing the arrival of any pulse vhlch was able to initiate an analysis 

cycle. Pulses which are not related to an initiating pulse should be 

unlfoialy distributed in time and thus would on the average make equal 

contributions to all channels. The following pulses associated with 

initiating pulses, however, should lead to an exponential distribution 

which makes a maximum contribution in the first channel. 

A measurament was carried out by Weinstock amployir« a 2 gram 

Pu-240 sample in one of the BNL fabricated detectors.9 Because of 

the sise of the sample, the two halves of the detector were separated 

by 1/¼ to 3/8 in., thus increasing the neutron leakage from the detector 

relative to that of a closed detector. The analysis sweep was more 

than 312 us long and the counts were stored in 2$6 time bins each of 

2 us width. During a 60 minute run 920,621 triggers (i.e. analysis 

sweeps) were recorded and the expected type of time distribution was 

observed. The uncorrelated component (approximated by the number of 

counts in the later time channels) was about 660 counts per 2 u* 

time bln. The count per 2 u> time bin extrapolated back to the aero 
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channel vea ~ 1780 of which - 1120 were due to correlated pulset. The 

difference between the observed count per bin and the uncorrelated 

count por bin followed an exponential function corresponding to a mean 

neutron lifetlae in the detector of (83 * ~ 3) 4s.8 The gross count 

rate, deduced from 

A - 0 T E (21) 

in which A is the average count rate at later tines (count per bin - 

•ec), T is the 2 Mi bin width, and 0 is the trigger imte (per second), 

is 360 counts per second. The coincidence component is consistent with 

the spontaneous fission rate expected in 2 gram of Pu-2Uo. The deduced 

gross count rate implies that either a rather large nvnber of (o,n) 

neutrons are produced in the sample or that gamma-ray pile up counts 

made an important contribution; the predicted gross rate for the 

spontaneous fissions alone is ~ 200 per second. 

This measurement demonstrates that the Rossi alpha approach will 

yield the desired coincidence infonaation. in addition, it conveniently 

yields a measurement of the neutron lifetime in the detector. Also, 

the shape 01 the time distribution gives added assurance of correct 

equipment operation. Its use in conjunction with gama-ray measure¬ 

ments in which a pulse height analyser is necessay for the ganma-ray 

data analysis might result in appreciable savings in overall equipment 

complexity. Provisions would need to be made for convenient analysis 

of the data such as the addition of the mnber of counts in an early 

group of channels to obtain a number corresponding to R of a flsscmeter 
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and the addition of the mnber of counts in a later group of channels 

to give a mnber corresponding to the A of a flsscmeter. 

The Asad time limitations of this approach are expected to be 

more severe than for a fissometer. In the later Brookhaven built 

fissometers, separate F and A gates are provided and the analysis 

dead time is only slightly longer than a single gate width. If a 

slnf'le sweep circuit is to be employed (as was done by Weinstock) 

this sweep needs to be roughly the equivalent of two flsscmeter gate 

lengths if comparable coincidence information is to be obtained. 

In addition to a gross dead time associated with the detector 

and amplifier (a dead time presuned comparada for both the fissometer 

and the Ross* alpha) an additional dead time in the latter is to be 

expected. After the arrival of a pulse during the analysis sweep, 

a period of time is required to route this pulse to its appropriate 

time bin. If another pulse arrives during this period, it may be 

lost. Por the equipment used by Weinstock a 16 us dead time of 

this type was present.9 

The potential and limitations of the Rossi alpha approach are 

ro^hly the ease as those of a flsscmeter provided the effects of 

the applicable dead times are taken Into account. For this reason no 

further specific discussion of this approach is Included. 

ProtonRee^JDeteetlon 

Several scintillators Including stilbene and various plasti-scin¬ 

tillators can be used to detect fast neutrons using the scintillations 

caused by proton recoil events. Generally it Is necessary to use pulse 



shape discrimination to reject the ubiquitous çinins rsj pulses if valid 

neut ron measurements are to be made. 

The fact that immediate pulses are obtained, rather than the delayed 

pulses of a moderating detector, suggests that some advantage might 

accrue for coincidence applications. A more careful analysis Implies, 

however, that serious problems involving efficiency and dead time are 

present. 

ill nee the proton recoil pulses from two coincident neutrons are 

essentially simultaneous, it appears that two detectors must be employed. 

If * he occurrence of a fission is to be recognised by the occurrence of 

a pulse in each of two detectors, the probability of the fission being 

detecto? is about half that which applies to the fissumeter case. 

Further, since it is usually necessary to apply a pulse height bias 

tu the proton recoil pulses, not all of the neutron elastic scattering 

events will result in useful pulses. Thus the coincidence efficiency 

is expected to be significantly lower for two proton recoil detectors 

than for a single moderating detector. 

Perhaps a more serious difficulty stems from a consideration of 

dead time associated with the gamma-ray pulse rejection. Characteris¬ 

tically a period of roughly a microsecond is employed to ••laaslfy a 

pulse as either gamma-ray or neutron produced. It is estimated rel iw 

that a sample containing ~ 6o grams of Pu-üJJ will emit ~ lo gamma- 

ray quanta per second with energies greater than ¿00 keV. If a proton 

recoil scintillator were exposed directly to this gsim»-ray flux then 

10 to 10fl gamma-ray pulses per second might be expected in each 

1*3 
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detector; this would result In serious deed time losses because of the 

time required to classify the pulses. The gamma-ray pulses could be 

reduced by differential filtering which, however, for a given site of 

scintillators will cause further reduction in neutron efficiency. In 

view of these anticipated difficulties, it is tentatively assuned that 

the proton-recoil scintillator approach will have limited usefulness. 

GENERAL DISCUSSION* 

The equipment discussed in Case 1 was designed to be conveniently 

portable and was Intended for the measurement of ssmples which were 

physically maall. Considering the restraints which were applied, its 

performance is good. It remains true, however, that a rather long 

observation time is necessary if a precision of a few percent is to 

be obtained. If the neutron coincidence approach is to contribute 

effectively to the safeguards program, performance superior to that 

outlined for Case 1 is deemed necessary. It is anticipated that 

both portable equipments and one or more designs of more complex and 

powerful equipments in which perfonsance is stresssd at the expense 

of simplicity, portability, and cost will be desirable. 

The requirement for reducing the observation time is an Increase 

in efficiency generally associated with a reduction of neutron lifetime, 

gate length and equipment dead times. For snaller ssmples the efficiency 

increase is more important; as sources sise increase both the efficiency 

and the lifetime, t, and dead times are Important. A careful balance of 

efficiency and lifetime is necessary in efforts to Improve performance. 
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The efficiency of moderating detectors employing BFa neutron 

detection tubes can be increased considerably above that of Case 1 

by using an increased active volume and increasing the ratio of BFa 

tube to moderator volume. Some advantage may be gained by surrounding 

the detector with a tailored reflector. Any fast or Intermediate 

neutrons reflected back to the active volume should increase efficiency 

without increasing neutron lifetime appreciably; the reflection of 

thermal neutrons while increasing efficiency, will also Increase life¬ 

time. An active volume surrounded by cadimum or boral which in turn 

is surrounded with a :eflector or alternatively a poissoned reflector 

surrounding the active volume is expected to improve overall performance. 

To ^irst approximation the use of BFf tubes should be equivalent 

to 3He tubes provided the tubes have about the same neutron absorption 

characteristics and are equally efficient in producing a useful count 

for each neutron absorbed. Generally a higher efficiency can be obtained 

with 3He than with BF# tubes due to a kcjt larger thermal neutron absorption 

cross section and the feasibility of using higher gas pressures. East 

and Walton9 estimate that 1 in. diameter BFa tubes filled to ~ 1.5 

atmospheres pressure will yield an efficiency roughly 6oJl or less than 

that obtained with 4 to 6 atmosphere pressure 1 in. diameter 3He tubes. 

Somewhat higher efficiencies are believed possible if 2 in. diameter PFa 

tubes are employed rather than 1 in. diameter tubes; the slower pulses 

from the 2 in. tubes may, however, lead to difficulties in maintaining 

an adequately short gross dead time. It seems reasonable to assine that 

efficiencies of 25^1 or perhaps greater can be obtained with BF# tube 
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arrays. In any case, the use of RFa tubes is expected to yield a less 

costly detector. 

An important consideration in equipment design is the gross channel 

dead time. For the conditions assuned in Case 1, dead time losses 

require correction for m(l + or) * about 12.5 g. A shorter gross dead 

time would be desirable even at the acsumed efficiency of 0.1. If higher 

efficiencies are obtained the dead time must be decreased at least pro¬ 

portionally if serious difficulties are to be avoided. According to 

Chase,1/3 the gross dead time can not be reduced below about 6 us if 

the present type of 2 in, diameter tubes are used. Presuning that 

Chase* s analysis is correct, this type of BFa tube will have limited 

usefulness in higher efficiency detectors. 

The A to N ratio which is important both as regards any and 

A gate imbalance and as regards its impact on the observation time 

is to first order independent of the efficiency and proportional 

to the quantity Tm(l + a) provided t is somewhat larger than A. If 

the expediency is considered of shortening t relative to A in order 

to reduce the A to N ratio, the more explicit relation 

A T C2 (1 + er)2 m 

must be considered 

" /m -vt, lî/T 
MV* (1 * * 5 

(1¾ 

(22) 

ranges from 0.9 to 0.58 as « varies from 0 

to 1.0 (Mble A2) and C * 10® when T is in seconds. Thus 

• . 

I 
i 
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m A 
« » 

N 

1.3 X loa T (l + a)2 

.■ta/1d. ,*’/<) (-J3) 

Reducing T from My 1.2 A to a very small value will only reduce A/N 

to ^ of its original value; simultaneously, 

reduced by the factor (l . e"T ^)/(1 - e“1,2) 

however, N will be 

in which t' is the new 

and shorter gate length. 

n* .,p«t,4 lugnit.ude of A/N, ...wing . lpw:lfle namrmKni 

.i'u»t,lon uid . deal red preeUlon, will dlcUte the rojuired .imlleritj 

of H Md A e»te.. Th. .lelUrity required ie Uportent i„ ehoo.iW! 

between pete, generated by digital logie and gate, produced l,r 

•eparate «ultlvibratorai the uae of a .ingle multivibrator produced 

gate and .tearing logic und in the fir.t Brookhaven equipment“ la 

markedly Inferior aince it require, an enaly.la dead time of at lea.t 

times the gate length. 

The use of a lange liquid K inti Hat Jr appear, highly advantageou. 

in »everal reject,. The fact that the moderator 1. tí» the dete itor 

1. highly advantageous; for thi. rea.on very high efficientie. 

tant with .hort neutron lifetlmea become po.atUe. The principal 

problème would appear to be dlmrrimination again.*, undealrtd'V.ea 

and the requirement, common to all high efficiency delwtore, of reducln 

the dead time losaea to a aatlafactorlly low value. 

Neutron detection 1. poa.lhle either b, capture in an elemen. 

like cadi mum and u.lng the deexcitation gamma lay, a, the Indication 
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of the neutron's death as was done by Diven et al. or by capture in 

an isotope such as 10B and using the scintillation caused by the 

charged particles emitted in the reaction. If a reaction emitting 

cliarged particles is employed the smaller specific scintillation 

response of changed particles compared to gamma-ray produced electrons 

vould decrease the effectiveness of discrimination against gamma rays 

on the basis of pulse height alone. Further, the possibility of 

discrimination against gamma rays by pulse shape is probably not feasi¬ 

ble because of the requirement of maintaining a gross dead time of a 

fraction of a us and the high intensity of gamma rays expected from 

plutonium samples. About 2.7 x 104 quanta per second of 4l4 keV gamma 

rays are expected from one gram of Pu-239.xs A crude gueaa baaed on 

a OeLl spectrun13 indlcatea that perhapa 2 x 10s quanta per gram - aec 

with energlea above 200 keV are to be expected. A thin aample contain¬ 

ing 60 grama of Pu-239 (about the equivalent of one 2N x 4N PNC plate 

imbricated by NtMEC) vould emit ~ 107 quanta per second with energies 

above 200 keV. Since acme period of time ( characterletlcally a u* or 

so) is required to classify a pulse, the lossea of the desired neutron 

pulses la expected to be Intolerable for a vide range of plutonlun 

samples. Although differential shielding could be used to reduce the 

gamma rays relative to the neutrons, the prospect of using pulse shape 

discrimination effectively seems poor. 

The possibility exists that a single neutron can cause two pulses; 

the first from the recoil protons and possibly gamma rays associated 

vlth the slovlng down of a fast neutron and the second from the neutron 
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capture reaction. For proper operation the first pulse must be strongly 

discriminated against since otherwise single neutrons from (a,n) reactions 

could result In an unacceptable false coincidence Indication. 

The approach of using the deexcltatlon gamma-ray pulses as Indica¬ 

tions of neutron captures would appear less prob1 viatic in several 

respects. The kinetic energy of fast neutrons is expected to be largely 

dissipated via recoil protons and because of non-linear scintillator 

response the resulting pulse height Is expected to be small compared 

to that resulting from the deexcitation gamma rays. One disadvantage 

is that a larger scintillator Is likely to be required for a given 

efficiency due to the mean free paths of the deexcltatlon gamma rays 

being very large compared to the range of charged particles. 

A crude estimate of about 103 background pulses per second larger 

than the threshold used by Dlven et al. Is possible from the data 

of Table 1 of their paper and an estimate of the length of the oscilloscope 

traces used based upon the statement tliat '¿$ of the pulses occurred after 

the end of the trace.5 This background would not preclude useful measure¬ 

ments. (The blas was such that about of the neutron captures in 

cadmlun produced usable pulses.) 

Dlven et al. used the occurrence of a fission in a fission chamber 

to start an oscilloscope trace on which pulses from the large scintillator 

were displayed. In "at least 99)1 of the fission events" a pulse was 

observed due to prompt fission gamma rays. In their experiment those 

pulses occurred at a fixed position on the oscilloscope trace and were 

used to assure that the trace was indeed triggered by a fission event. 
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It is not clear what fraction of these pulsea were larger than the discrim¬ 

inator level employed. In considering fisscmeter operation, any prompt 

fission gamma-ray pulses larger than the discriminator level employed 

would have the effect of increasing the coincidence signal. For thin 

samples from which the fission gamma rays escape this might be a valuable 

effect, however, with samples of considerable thickness, self absorption 

would reduce the probability of prompt fission gamma-ray pulses and some 

difficulty in the interpretation of the measurements would result. 

This effect can be reduced by a lead filter between source and scintil¬ 

lator, a measure which may be required to reduce gamma-ray pile up. 

The ~ 107 quanta per second with energies above 200 keV calculated above 

may, in the absence of shielding, lead to gamaa-ray pile up pulses larger 

than the discriminator level. Also the measurement of larger samples 

Is to be anticipated for which the pile up difficulty will be worse. 

A lead shield 1 cm thick should reduce the gasna-ray Intensity by more 

than a factor of tem Fending a more reliable analysis, a shield of a 

few cm of lead will be assvned; in a Utt detector this thickness of 

lead should have little effect on the source neutrons. 

DISCUSSION OF SPECIFIC EQUIPMENTS 

The question of how much Improvement In neutron coincidence equip¬ 

ment Is worth paying for will hinge upon the performance expected in 

plutonium assay measurements. Hence some specific exemples are worth 

explorliç. 

Table 1 shows predicted performance for the latest Brookhaven 

equipment discussed above as Case 1. The ratio of nonflsslon to fission 
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neutron count, (or) i. .rtltrarily taken a. unity. This yield, slightly 

pessimistic result, for many fuel canpo.ition. including the SEFOR 

PuQe-UQi fuel, however, the prediction, may be optimistic for other 

samples. 

For Case 1 the calculated gross dead time loss becomes li for 
m(l . a) _ U.5 and hence the predicted performance shown for It) g 

of Pu-i?4o would require an appropriate correction (shout 3% applied 

to N) and the performance for m - 100 should be considered specious fbr 

this equipment; it is Included to show what performance would result if 

the dead time problem were solved. 

A second criterion on the gross dead time has been afbltxmrlly 

set by the relation tj & 0.1 A, Since the effective value of t will 

of necessity be equal to or larger than ^ this criterion corresponds 

to a reduction in the value of the net count of about 10* below what 

might be obtained were ^ and t0 both equal to sero. A design consid¬ 

eration not previously discussed Is that tQ should be made a little 

larger than t* in order to avoid an Imbalance between the lengths of 

the R and A gates) no pulse can transit the gross channel until a 

time equal to or larger than ^ following the pulse which initiates 

the analysis cycle. M* 

The long 1* observation times shown (more than one hour) points 

up the need of more powerful equljment) both a reduction in neutron 

lifetime, gate length and dead times, and an Increase in efficiency 

are indicated. 
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The predicted performance for Case 2 le shown in Table 2, using 

« ■ OA and 1 ■ 30 rather than the slightly different values quoted 

above. The calculated observation times necessary for a 1)( statistical 

standard deviation are quite reasonable for m ■ 1, 10 and 100. The 

rather large A/N ratio for larger values of m may lead to errors in 

actual equlpnent. 

The predicted perfonsance for Case 3 is shown in Table 3. The 

calculated 1)( observation times are quite short Implying that this 

powerful a detector is not required. The A/N ratios are roughly 

half those for Case 2 and the required values of t^, t and t^ are 

just half those of Case 2. 

The Case 2 and Case 3 examples were chosen as approximately the 

best performance which can be expected with the techniques Involved. 

In considering the plutonium assay problem somewhat less powerful 

end less expensive detectors are likely to be preferable. From the 

infinite combinations of parameter values« a few illustrative examplee 

nay be helpful. 

Table k shows the predicted performance of Case k for which e - 

0.2« T ■ ■ 20 us« and I « 13 us is assumed. It is anticipated that 

approximately these parameters could be obtained by a smaller liquid 

scintillator employing the same composition of sointlllatli« fluid. 

It is presuaed that roughly these parameters could be obtained with 

®He or BF« tubes in a moderating medlui. If the neutron leakage from 

the lange IASL detector is «Mil« then th’ ~ performance could be 

obtained« albeit very inefficiently« by judicious polssonlng. Detectors 
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with somewhat smaller active volumes and perhaps some poiseoning should 

approximate this condition. 

In Case 4 the 10 observation times are reasonably short and the 

A/N ratio and the required gross dead time for large samples are reduced 

roughly a factor of two from those of Case 2; the A/N ratio is comparable 

to Case 3; however, the requirement on gross dead time for large samples 

is relaxed by a factor of 4. 

The large A/N ratios predicted for m - 100 in all cases considered 

is expected to cause difficulty in actual practice. This ratio can in 

principal be reduced by reducing t. As mentioned above a reduction 

of t without a reduction in t will not reduce this ratio by more than 

about 400, hence a simultaneous reduction of both i and T is expected 

to be advisable. Table 5 shows predicted perfoxmance for c ■ 0,2, 

T = ^ = 10 us, tQ • 0 and A • 9 us. The predicted performance for 

this case is in general superior to that for Case 4. The A/N ratio, 

however, has only been reduced by a factor of 2 and excellent similarity 

of R and A gates will be required if accurate measurements are to be 

made for m » 100 and a ■ 1. A difference of 1 part in 103 in the 

lengths of the R and A gates would lead to roughly a 10 error in the 

deduced value of N. 

CONCLUSION 

In the design of the existing Brookhaven built equipments, consid¬ 

erable emphasis was placed upon portability. The perforaance achieved 

is near optimum in light of the restraints which were applied. It 
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seems clear, however, that if rapid and precise coincidence assay 

measurements of plutonium are to be made, more powerful (and more 

costly) equipments will be required. 

Improved performance will require the development of detectors 

with higher efficiencies and shorter neutron lifetimes than those 

displayed by the Brookhaven built equipments. Simultaneous changes 

in the analysis electronics will be required. The reduction of the 

neutron lifetime cannot be capitalised upon unless the analysis gate 

length is adjusted to a valve about equal to or only slightly longer 

than the neutron lifetime. Concomitant with the higher efficiency and 

shorter neutron lifetime, a considerable reduction in gross channel dead 

time will be required. 

The two more promising approaches to detectors with higher 

efficiencies and shorter lifetimes appear to be the use of moderating 

detectors with langer active volunes than those in the present Broök- 

haven built equlpaents and the use of a fairly lange 4tt liquid scintil¬ 

lation detector perhaps similar in method of operation to the one used 

by Diven et al.9 but with somewhat smaller dimensions. Work at Los 

Alamos has shown that very useful efficiencies and neutron lifetimes 

can be obtained in detectors of the first type.4 One question not 

clear from reports of the Los Alamos work is whether short enough 

detector dead times are achievable. In principal, comparable efficien¬ 

cies and neutron lifetimes should be obtainable with enriched BFg 

detector tubes. Some doubt, however, exists as to whether adequately 

short detector and amplifier dead times can be achieved. 
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Th. tpproach of «.Ing . 4* 11,uU .clnt111.tor very pro,!. 

1¾ in principo!, n. ** th.t th. «IntllUtor 1. both .he .odor.tor 

»nd the neutron detection «dl« i.,1!.. th.t higher efficiencle. .long 

"“h •«'■•‘•»l* neutron llfetl... .re poerthle. * ,ue.tion not 

reeolval 1, whether the detection of the d.elred neutron-cepture pul.ee 

.long with .d,qu.t. dlecininetion ^inet unwwt^ pul«,, »m 

poeelhie, «», the c«pl«lt, ud coet of thie type of . det^tor m.y 

l».- . deterring ftetor. * further inveetigetion of thie approuh .eme 

indicated. 
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n 
Palle 1. Predicted Perfonnancej Case 1 with a « 1. 

Hem Mass of Pu-:'4o 

1. Maximum value of (mb) 

-N i -* 10 

ft} < rSTT " a) 

h) \ < o.l 4 

2. A/N 

3. t(lH,m) 

a) 1st term 

l) 2nd term 

c) Jrd term 

<*) t(l*,ra) 

4. (per sec) 

(per sec) 

t>0 

9 

0.87 

29.1 

t)2.4 

1.4 

82.9 

200 

^.7 

1() 

«« 

8.7t) 

y.9 

¥¿.k 

14.4 

69.7 

2000 

IfXl 

O.'J 
• « 

8y.t> 

0.3 

92.4 

143.7 

196.4 

X 104 

t)70 

Parameters assumed are « = 0.1, e 8 us, T « I29 us, t, - 138 ue and 
* - uc# • 

# 
r'r¡terion not satisfied by present equipment. 
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Ta>ile í!. Predicted Performance} Case ^ 

Item 

1. Maximum value of ^ (us) 

*' H <rsrrr«T 
b) tj < 0.1 1 

2. A/N 

3. 

a) lat term 

b) 2nd term 

c) 3rd term 

d) td^m) 

4. (per aec) 

N¿ (per ace) 

Parametera aaaumed are t ■ 0.4, t 

With Of - 1. 

Mass of Pu-24o 

1 in 100 

12 0 1.25 0.125 

3.0 3.0 3.0 

0.288 2.88 28.8 

2.08 0.2I 0.02 

1.33 1.33 1.33 

o.o4 0.43 4.26 

3.45 1.97 5.^1 

800 8 X 10;j 8 X lo4 

80 8 X lo2 8 X lo!J 

40 ua, tg ■ 40 u> end i - 30 ms 



Table 3. 

Item 

1. Maximum value of ^ (4«) 

a) 'i * nrrrsy 

1>) \ < o.l 4 

2. A/N 

3. t(ljl,m) 

a) lat term 

b) 2nd term 

c) 3rd term 

d) 

4. (per aee) 

5. (per sec) 

# _ 
Parameters assumed are s * 0.8, t 

with a ■ 1. 

_Mass of Pu-24o 

1 10 100 

6.25 0.62t) 0.062> 

l.t? 1.5 1.^ 

0.158 1.58 15.8 

O.618 0.062 0.006 

O.235 0.235 O.235 

0.007 0.075 0.751 

O.860 0.372 O.992 

1,600 1.6 X 104 1.6 X lo'’ 

270 2.7 X 103 2.7 X 1^4 

20 us, tg = 20 mb and 4 =- 15 mb. 

Predicted Performance; Case 3 
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Table 4. Predicted Perfomance; Case 4 with or » 1. 

I ton Mas« of Pu-240 

1. Maxlmun value of (us) 

a) t < - -iijPin—P 
X « «(1 + or) 

b) t < 0.1 1 

2. A/N 

3. t(lí,n) 

a) 1st tens 

b) 2nd tens 

c) 3rd tens 

4) t(lM 

4. (per sec) 

5. Nt (per sec) 

25 

1.5 

O.138 

10 

2.5 

1.5 

7.60 

2.22 

.02 

9.84 

0.76 

2.22 

.18 

3.16 

4oo 

22 

4ooo 

220 

Parameters assuaed are • - 0.2, t ■ ^ ■ 20 us and A - 15 u* 

32 

100 

0.25 

1.5 

I3.8 

O.06 

2.22 

1.78 

4.O8 

4 X 104 

2.2 X 103 



Table Predicted Performance} Caae 5 with a ■ 1. 

Item 

1. Maximum value of (ue) 

»> S ‘îTtrrsj 

b) tt < 0.1 4 

2. A/N 

25 

0.9 

0.068 

JjMg^OfPtWgJjOi 

10 

2.5 

0.9 

0.68 

3. t(l0#m) 

a) 1st term 

b) 2nd term 

c) 3rd term 

c) t( ljl,m) 

7.60 

1.11 

.00 

8.71 

0.76 

1.11 

.ok 

1.91 

U. (per sec) 400 4000 

5. (per sec) 22 220 

Parameters assumed are s * 0.2, t * t, ■ 10 ns and 4 * 9 ixs. 

100 

0.25 

0.9 

6.78 

0.08 

1.11 

0.44 

1.63 

4 X in4 

2.2 X 10* 
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APPENDIX A 

Relations for Predicting Fissometer i’erformance 

In the following an approach is used which is more conveniently 

applicable to flssometers with high efficiency detectors than the 

approach previously used. 1 

The Ideal gross count rate, for a sample in which both Pu-y4o 

spontaneous fission and (or,n) reactions are occurring is taken as 

• C m(l + cr) c (Al) 

in which m Is the mass of Pu-24o in grams, a Is the ratio of nonfission 

counts to fission-neutron-produced counts, t Is the detector efficiency 

In counts per source neutrons and C is a constant equal to the spontane¬ 

ous fission rate per gram times the average msnber of neutron per fission. 

For convenience C ■ 10a par second is assumed (this value is perhaps 

‘¿i low). 

An important relation for the analysis of fissometer performance 

is the fraction of the gross pulses which may be designated as sub¬ 

sequent or following pulsesj these are the second pulse of a pair 

produced by a single fission, the second and third of three counts 

produced by a single fission, etc. 

Defining the probability of v prompt neutrons being emitted in 

a single fission event as taking c as the probability that a 

prompt neutron will produce a pulse and defining q ■ 1 - «, the proba¬ 

bility that no pulse will be produced by a fission is 
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(A2) 

and In general, the probability of n pulsea being produced by one 

fission is 

.’»•EÔV0 

in which Is the binomial coefficient; 

The average number of counts per fission is given by 

Ef “ E n pn* ^ 

From eqs. (A3) and (kk) and using an additional Index, 

- 2 k ?k • 2 ^ €k (i - *)v*k. (AS) 

k v-k ' ' 

When expanded In terns of powers of «, all terns but the first are 

cero and 

Kf - • £ (ï) V •(A6) 

The average number of following counts per fission is given by 

ï, = £ t" - pn ■ E n Pn ■ E Pn- (av) 
n«2 n»2 

(1-0 
v-n 

(A3) 

i.e. ■ vl/n!(v - n)!. 
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à 

Noting thet 

E » V E ” p„ - pi ■ ♦ " ■ pi 
n«2 n-1 

(A^) 

and that 

E Pn ■ 1 • Po • p. 
n>2 

E. *v««l4-p . 
• O 

(A9) 

(A10) 

An alternat» relation, which usually la «ore appropriate for small 

values of s, is obtained by expressing E# in terms of the Q^s and 

powers of «, 

E , £ (k - !) Pk ■ ]£ (k - 1) «k (1 - rf"*. (All) 
k*2 k-'2 v-k 

Expanding and collecting In terns involving powers of s yields 

*. - E (-1)“ «„ «’ 
nag 

(A12) 

in which 

"n-Ei^ (A13) 
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The M ' s are averages of functions of v, the variahle number of prompt 
n

neutrons emitted in fission, with

I
i -

Ml

Ms

M.

(v> - V (AlUa)

<v(v - 1)> 
2! (AlUl.)

(v(v - l)(v - 2)> (A14c)

etc. In this analysis, the delayed neutrons have been ignored; they 

can be included in the a of equations such as (Al) if desired.

Using values of the s listed in Table Al, which are believed 

adequately representative of Pu-2U0,^^ ratf jb of to E^. have been 

computed for several values of 8. The two approaches, namely

E, (I -
— * 1 - —z- -
Ef

obtained from eqs. (A6) and (AlO) and

(Al‘>)

-S-=
n-1

(A1<G)

E^ V n=2

obtained from eqs. (a6) and (A12) yield the same results when Uje 

value of the M^* s calculated from the assunmed values of the Q^' s 

sliown in Tal>le Al are used. Values of Eg/E^. are shown in Table A^'.
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Alio «hown Is the rmtio EJt E^, which la a more slowly varying function 
of « than is 

In predicting fiasoneter performance, the Ideal groaa count rate 

la given by eq. (Al). The obaerved groaa count rate, E, will be leaa 

than E¿ due to groaa channel dead time, tj. Aasumlng that tt « 1 

(A la the differential neutron lifetime In the detector), It is 

asavned that 

(A17) 

To avoid awkward equatlona In the following analyala, It la aaaumed 

that groaa daad time loaaea are unimportant and that E * E^. However, 

eq. (Al?) la uaed above in considering the errora in the obaerved 

value of the net (coincidence) count rate due to a given value of 

t^ and E¿. 

The component of E due to flaelon neutron la C m a. Aaaumlng that 

In flaaometer operation the time between the arrival of a pulse which 

initiates an analysis cycle and the opening of the R gate Is tQ, 

the length of the R gate Is T, and the differential neutron lifetime 

In the detector Is A, the ideal net count rate is taken as 

(A18) 

in which E^Ej, Is given by eq. (AI5) or (Alé). 



For reftaon of ■Impllclty, It will be aaaumed tut at alow fountint' 

ratea the analyala cycle rate (the nuaber of paira of gatea per unit 

time) vlll be 

°t " E " Nt* 
(A19) 

(Thia relation ia correct when tQ ■ 0.) Ignoring the complicating 

fact that the apaclng of pulaea Included in la not randomly 

di atributad in time, it la aaaumed that 

0 

1 + S Gt 

E - Nt 

1 + t^(E - Nt) 
(A20) 

in which tt la the analyala cycle dead time. The accidental count 

rate, A, la taken aa 

A ». T 0 E 
T BCE - Nt) 

1 + t§(E - Nt) 
(A'!!) 

and the obaerved net count rate, N, ia taken aa 

1 + tf(E - Nt) 

The count rate obaerved in the R channel ia obtained from h - A i N. 

A ratio of conaiderable importance if any diaaimilarity between 

the number or lengtha of the F and A gatea ia 
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A T Kiff - N¿) 

N ~~ 

'l'he oliservation time neoesbary to obtain a glvf*" etaUßUnal 

standard deviation in the measured value of N Jc important in 

runparintj the per romance of different equipmontts. Uclrv.' an approx¬ 

imate relation which Ignores the fact that R and A are not independent 

random variables^ it will he assumed that; the observation time 

necessary to obtain a 1^ standard deviation of the net count rate 

N is given by 

104(R+A) 104(l + «&) 
t(l^) a “ a '■11 . (A.-'4) 

N2 N 

More useful relations are obtained when A/N and t(ijl) are 

expressed in terms of sample and equipment parameters. Employing eqs. 

(Al) and (Al8) and defining 

eq. (A23) becomes 

(A^) 

A 
17 * C (1 + or) C^|(l + or) - sj m « T C 1^(1 + a)2 m 

and eq. (A^4) beccmes 
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t\(l + a) - •] 

io4 t. 
+ - CV1 + «) - «3 

+ 
2 X 104 T tg 
-C(1 4 a)[^(l + a) - •]* a. (A2?) 

For tqulpment with tQ/i ■ 0 and t/A = 1.1, tht «ppllcabl« valúas 

are given in Table A2. varies aonotonlcally froa 1.7 for « «. 0 

to 2.59 for s ■ 1.0. Henee eqs. (A26) and (A27) are in a tom which 

exhibits the principal variation of observation tiae with «, t and 

tg provided tji and t/A are fixed. 

For a well designed equlpsent ta ^ t, then eq. (A27) becoaes 

[21^(1 + a) + sJC^d ♦«)-•] 

2 X 104 T* Cj (1 ♦ a) 
lR#(l + a) - s]2 a. (A28) + 
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Table Al. Asiuned Value» of and Calculated Values of Mn- 

M n 

0 

1 

2 

3 

k 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

0.052,7 

0.191,8 

0.345,7 

0.286,2 

0.105,0 

0.017,27 

0.001,28 

0.000,40 

5.6 X 10-7 

3.4 X 10"® 

9.0 X 10"11 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

2.256,1 

2.027,2 

0.906,1 

0.212,08 

0.025,84 

6 0.001,58 

7 . 0.000,045 

8 5.95 X 10-7 10 



l'able hü. r!ftlfîula*,ed Values of KB/Ef and Eb/« Ef 

c 

0. 

0.05 

0.1 

0.15 

0.2 

0.25 

0.3 

0.4 

0.5 

0.6 

0.7 

0.8 

0.9 

l.o 

0 

0.043,» 

0.085,93 

0.126,05 

0.164,37 

0.200,96 

0.235,86 

0.300,88 

0.3^9,89 

0.413,41 

0.461,78 

0.505,45 

0.544,78 

0.580,00 

1.5 « Kf 

0.8985 

0.8787 

0.8599 

0.8404 

0.8213 

0.8038 

0.7862 

0.7522 

0.7198 

0.6890 

0.6597 

0.6318 

0.6053 

0.5800 

ï 
1.669 

I.707 

1.746 

1.785 

1.825 

1.866 

I.908 

1.994 

2.084 

2.177 

2.274 

2.374 

2.473 

2.586 
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Coincident neutron detectors ^ich can distinguish between neutrons occurring as a 
result of fission and those due to ( u',r.) or ( / .r. ) nuclear reactions have been described i 
(NHL Memorandum Report 2107). fer4MS;^reporty/.,several methods of developing follow- 
on equipments with greater potential for the nondestructive assay of plutonium samples, 
are eitamfaied. The effect on equipment performance of the efficiency and neutron lifetime 
in the neutron detector and of analysis gate length and equipment dead times are treated in 
considerable detail and several illustrative examples are presented. Performance is gen
erally improved by an increase of neutron efficiency accompanied by a decrease in neutron 
lifetime and the use of optimized analysis circuitry. Good performance can be obtained 
with complex 4m moderating detectors which employ an array of enriched BFjj'on^e neu
trons detection tubes dispersed in a hydrogeneous moderator. The use of a large liquid 
scintillation detector may be an ideal approach if adequate discrimination against interfer
ing pulses can be obtained.
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